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Bhoothnath Returns:   

Shows the Democratic Compulsion? 

 
POOJA RAI
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ABSTRACT 

Movies are mirror of society. From happiness to sorrow, entertainment to information and 

sometimes critique of existing system. Bhootnath Returns is one of the movies that claim 

critical thinking about the democratic set up and Indian society. The central positioning of 

the plot of story based on the ghost and children. The economic and social background of 

children from slum is another point to sketch from subaltern perspective. The hope of 

positive change through light of laugh is also attractive. This short note is based on 

sociological analysis of a movie and its political message through a critical review. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Children Movies have social messages? Or made only for the economic gain? The debate is 

widening when we talk about popular movies and art movies. What is the motive of making 

any movie is less important while the vision of maker is significant? 

II. THE PLOT 
Bhoothnath Returns also transforms Bhoothnath into an advocate of reform, much like Lage 

Raho Munnabhai, the sequel that transformed Munnabhai into an ambassador of non-violence 

and social change. If Munnabhai made individuals send Get Well Soon cards as a sign of 

dissent, Bhoothnathmakes individuals without voting IDs not hear/listen to people. Boman 

Irani is playing the villain again here. Hell, this should have been a Munnabhai movie where 

Munnabhai agrees to compete for an election. 

It helps to make the tiny movie hero Akhrot (Parth Bhalerao) a natural scene-stealer who plays 

the foil for Bachchan and both of them are fantastic. Look out for the scene where Akhrot tells 

his mother he knows that she only puts the gentle rotis on top of him and eats the tougher ones 

herself, and Bhoothnath's speech contrasts political decisions with options offered to 

individuals over how they want to die. This is the type of real drama that lets one forget the 
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constant mood jumps. 

What starts as a comedy eventually turns into a thriller, but since we are involved in the 

storyline, we do not mind at all. 

While this season is a relevant movie that also educates the masses about the meaning of casting 

their vote, Bhoothnath Returns is far from ideal. In the latter part, it almost forgets Akhrot and 

transforms the little hero into Bhoothnath's sidekick. To believe that the election of one single 

candidate will bring about progress is simplistic, idealistic, or even naive. It doesn't want India's 

political truth to get in the way of a good Bollywood storey, but it breaks the rhythm of what 

India has been to explain the headlines with a documentary montage. 

III. THE MESSAGE 
The themes of the film were wonderfully effective in conveying them. There are several 

political and social phenomena explored in the film. One of them being the current political 

process and disbelief in the system. 

Although this season is a relevant film that also educates the masses about the importance of 

casting their vote, it is far from ideal for Bhoothnath Returns. It almost forgets Akhrot in the 

latter part and turns the little hero into the sidekick of Bhoothnath. It is simplistic, idealistic, or 

even delusional to assume that the election of a particular candidate would bring about change. 

It doesn't want the political reality of India to get in the way of a decent Bollywood storey, but 

with a documentary montage, it breaks the flow of what India has been to justify the headlines. 

The most significant aspect of the film is the 'Vote Do' initiative, which is good for a stable 

society and ensures people's civic engagement in democratic festivals. 
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